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 Open Beta - April 2nd Official Changelog - April 2nd Patch Notes:1.2.0 StarCraft: X.V.A. Changelog for Battle.Net Edition: -
Added: Multiplayer Game Mode - War and limited conventional missions - Fixed: Fixed some achievements not being awarded
in Solo Play and campaign - Added: In-game chat improvements - Added: 1 new Custom Battle Music, played as a battle begins
- Fixed: The game crashes when starting a game in pause menu with an Error. - Fixed: The game crashes when the player tries to
play a mission in a mission queue that he or she does not have access to. - Fixed: The game crashes when the player tries to play

a mission in a mission queue that they have access to. - Added: New Multiplayer mode - War. A continuation of the single
player campaign, War Mode is a new addition to StarCraft II. - Added: New game mode - Convention. Limited conventional
mission, the only available campaign mission. - Fixed: The game crashes when playing a custom battle music that is part of a
save game that is installed on a different client than the one the player is playing. - Fixed: When the player puts a mission on
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hold, the commander skill screen still displays the correct total bonus but the game keeps the mission off cooldown. - Fixed: If a
mission is paused with the mission commander not in view, that commander's bonus will not be shown until the commander's
view is restored. - Fixed: The commander skill screen still displays the bonus as if the mission was not paused. - Fixed: The

game crashes when the player tries to start a campaign mission with all but one of the commanders not on the commander skill
screen. - Added: New Game Modes - War and Limited Conventional Missions. Each one of the game modes has their own type

of mission with their own objectives and scoring. - Fixed: Some campaign missions, in Battle.net not viewable on certain
resolutions. - Fixed: When a player tries to watch a Battle.net game mode before he or she has played it, the player will be told
to start a Battle.net game first. - Fixed: Players who play limited conventional missions will not get a reward for completing a

mission that doesn't have a reward. - Fixed: The player will 82157476af
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